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the human touch (n) ̻ᔨ ɛᘥ᠗ɛ˙ό

tenacity (n) [t/:n,sIti] ☘ᡅd㥈ոi㔃ᒄ

immune (adj) [I:mjun] ʔա䐘垖ᘥ

humane (adj) [hju:men] 	ˈᡈ䀳᠗ա‰٫
�㍕�

� � ኄᘥdʠฉᘥdɛ㢖ᘥ

banter (n) [:b,nt-] 㒂ِ३d　䒀

brevity (n) [:brEvIti] 历㌗d历䒔i㌗䑦

imposition (n) [;Imp/:zI{/n] ᜶♸i͂匲dう㚈

bask in (something) (phr v) Ӑऍίnʕ

nook (n) [nUk] 㠅i劕䖓⥒i᠉⠥⥒

bustling (adj) [:b<s/lI?] 䄰䄰噔噔ᘥi䔒䜳ᘥ

entity (n) [:EntIti] 䀨夑i䡗Bπί夑

scour (v) [skaUr] 䉥ॆฤ॰d⤆ᢇ

expertise (n) [;Eksp=:tiz] ਖ਼ژҦঐ�	ᘩ啴
iਖ਼ᚇ

spectrum (n) [:spEktr/m] 	ᥴجeช嚘㌱ᘥ
�䕗�

� � ゔdX䐄ϣ

stick to/with (something) (phr v) 嚁坣р^ਂd☘ᡅਂ

prestigious (adj) [prE:stid}/s] ϞថૐᘥdϞ冔ૐᘥd�

� � աㄙหᘥ

crop (n) [krAp] 	Ν≧㉂⡒ᘥ
�ɓҭd�

� � ɓ偩�	ɛאጣي


crossfire (n) [:krOs;faIr] ʹɸ˦^dʹɸ䞑˦�

evoke (v) [I:vok] ˏ┐dゆ┐�	া䞇א�

� � ชઋ


attire (n) [/:taIr] 	ˈᡈत֛䑩όא�ό�

� � ᘥ
�ᔸ㡀dВ㎅

intersperse (v) [;Int-:sp=s] ㉶⥳᠙ή⠕ɝiㆇбi�

� � 匕䆔

moniker (n) [:mAnIk-] Τοi䆐㠢

coax (v) [koks] 噁i噁䉲i嘦�

be glued to (something)  Όग़⦇ءήӵ㎅nᥴd

(idiom)  �ʔ吱㜰ήᥴ

July 2, 3

July 3, 4

July 6, 7; 9

July 5, 6

uproot (v) [<p:rut] 〄̈↗㕖iԴ䚃⢅§⥒

erupt (v) [I:r<pt] 唡㌑

thatched (adj) [>,t{t] ª‧ণ吕䈴ᘥ

normalcy (n) [:nOrm/lsi] �੬ًرi੬䁐

inhabitant (n) [In:h,bIt/nt] Иί㡈⥒ᘥɛeळ

-ridden (suffix) [:rIdn] ̂䄒nᘥi䄒ᡦnᘥ

studiousness (n) [:studi/s;nIs] λ䝸dª̌

harrowing (adj) [:h,roI?] ¼ɛ㌄‰ᘥiұ䡵ɛᘥ

reach out to (somebody)  Ф̈ㅸ˓

(phr v)

take stock (idiom)  㐗Пઋ㔶

loom large (idiom)  夅⚃ᦓ̈i墘⚃噄₀

reality check (n)  ₆䀳⡒䀨dˀᠤ⡒䀨

play it safe (idiom)  吙ฐБጣ�

smarts (pl n) [smArts] 冕ᔲi㆗䐢

provoke (v) [pr/:vok] 䀳nᡕ奢i䠹ᠣ

downpour (n) [:daUn;pOr] 㔤ᥧɽᚖ

deterrent (n) [dI:t=/nt] Փßيi㤃ՓΪ९

dissipate (v) [:dIs/;pet] ऊㆇ

soup (something) up (phr v) 䎇̋৵^iԴ㑢ʷ

adept (adj) [/:dEpt] éБᘥi䞒ᚇᘥ

clad (adj) [kl,d] ᦒnВᔸᘥi吕䈴�

� � ㎅nᘥ

affluent (adj) [:,flu/nt] ㄖ㡃ᘥiㄖኗᘥ

bewitchingly [bI:wIt{I?li] ┘ɛήd¼ɛ䚔䍇ή

(adv) 

clamber (v) [:kl,mb-] 	˓㞖ጠª㐶^ή
�唆�

� � ㌐d唆م

July 14; 16

July 13, 14

July 10–12

July 9, 10
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*  Ben’s father’s job uprooted their family and moved them 
across the country. 

*  After Chris spilled the milk, an argument erupted in the 
kitchen.

*  The thatched-roof houses didn’t survive the storm.

*  The new student desperately wanted normalcy after 
switching schools.

*  The inhabitants of the village were forced to move due to 
government orders.

*  Briana had to throw out all of the clothes in the attic because 
they were moth-ridden.

*  To play it safe, you shouldn’t leave your groceries in the hot 
car.

*  Kendra is known for her smarts but not for her common 
sense.

*  The child was bitten because he kept provoking the mean 
dog.

*  We were caught in a downpour while having a picnic in the 
park.

*  Peppermint is a good deterrent for keeping squirrels out of 
your garden. 

*  The company’s funds gradually dissipated as the building 
project stretched on for years.

*  Taylor’s studiousness impressed her professors. 

*  It was a harrowing week for all of the employees who 
recently lost their jobs.

*  It’s important to reach out to those who are in need.

*  After the stock market crashed, investors needed to take 
stock of how they spent their money.

*  The deadline for my project began to loom large the closer 
the date approached.

*  After getting arrested, the man was desperate for a reality 
check.

*  Mark’s old car has been souped up and can go faster than 
most new ones.

*  Tammy is quite adept at learning new languages.

*  She was upset after the children entered the house after 
school, clad in their dirty uniforms.

*  The family next door was reluctant to introduce themselves 
to the new, affluent neighbors.

*  The artist got lost staring into his subject’s bewitchingly 
glowing eyes.

*  The kids spent the day clambering up the hill and rolling 
back down.

*  If it’s not too much of an imposition, would you take me 
home from work today?

*  The actor basked in the adoration of his fans who were 
eagerly waiting for photographs.

*  Jo’s favorite place in her house is the small reading nook 
upstairs.

*  Bangkok is a bustling city with both modern conveniences 
and traditional markets.

*  The two companies merged to form a powerful new entity.

*  Following the plane crash, police scoured the area for 
evidence.

*  Dr. Walker is considered to be a great surgeon, but she 
certainly doesn’t have the human touch.

*  After years of commitment and dedication, the group’s 
tenacity has finally paid off.

*  We hope Stan is mature enough to be immune to peer 
pressure.

*  We should always strive to be humane in our dealings with 
others.

*  Mrs. Miller enjoys deep, thought-provoking discussions, but 
her husband prefers lighthearted banter.

*  The boss appreciates brevity in our reports, so don’t make 
yours too long.

*  For me, this song evokes wonderful memories of my 
childhood.

*  Formal attire is required for Friday night’s party. Please be 
sure to dress appropriately.

*  Christopher decided to intersperse the purple flowers 
throughout his garden. 

*  The Devil’s Pool, as the moniker suggests, can be quite a 
dangerous place.

*  Angie coaxed the frightened kitten out from under the bed 
with a bowl of milk.

*  Our whole family was glued to the television, watching 
tonight’s championship basketball game.

*  If you have a computer question, ask Sally. That’s her area of 
expertise!

*  There’s a wide spectrum of ages in this class; we have 
7-year-olds up to retirees!

*  She’s not very happy at her job, but for now she’s sticking  
to it.

*  Harvard is a prestigious university.

*  This new crop of interns is very hard-working!

*  The soldiers refused to move because they didn’t want to get 
caught in the crossfire.

July 14; 16

July 13, 14

July 9, 10

July 10–12

July 2, 3

July 3, 4

July 6, 7; 9

July 5, 6
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Dear readers,

When something you’re doing gets hard, what do you do? 

Do you give up, or do you stick to it and get through the 

rough spots? I try to stick to it and get 

through the rough spots.

In July, I often think about doing 

summer activities, such as swimming or 

scuba diving. When I was irst learning to 

dive, it wasn’t always easy. I had to practice 

and overcome my fears. So take heart, 

and give whatever you’re doing your all, whether it’s learning 

English, learning a new skill or sports, or something else.

In Advanced this month, we have an article called “he 

Ocean Is the Classroom” (p. 16). he article talks about kids 

being challenged to overcome their fears while learning a new 

sport. hey have to stick to it to succeed—and 

they do, with encouragement from their coach.

Maybe some of you are trying to lose weight. 

hat can be an uphill battle, and you may feel like giving up. But we have 

good advice for you in “Ways to Approach Weight Loss” (p. 42): Stick to 

what works, and avoid the myths. You can do it!

And don’t let anyone tell you that details don’t matter—they do, 

especially when it comes to using correct English. he ability to communicate in writing 

and speaking is of paramount importance, so strive to do it well. You can read more about 

this in “More han Words” (p.34). Keep studying Advanced, and we’ll help you all 

we can!

We hope you’ll enjoy every article this month. You will learn something 

new and perhaps something that will inspire you to keep going when the 

going gets tough!

The definitions in “Vocabulary Focus” are reproduced 
from Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary, 3rd 
Edition (ISBN: 9780521674683) with the permission 
of Cambridge University Press. All rights in such 
content are reserved by Cambridge University Press.

Your Friend for Life,

                   Doris Brougham
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Before the program:
 1.  First, read the English text aloud to 

yourself.

 2.  If necessary, read the Chinese 

translation.

 3.  Underline words you don’t know.  Try 

to guess the meaning of the words.

STUDY TIPS 䝸⤘♇䕅

During the program:
 1.  Listen to the English part as much 

as possible.

 2.  Don’t try to understand every word.  

Listen for the main idea.

 3.  Repeat words and phrases aloud.

After the program:
 1.  Check the words you underlined in 

the dictionary.  

 2.  Read the day’s lesson again aloud 

to yourself.

 3.  Plan a time to listen to it again.Î Î
㐘ᒄ关䐃(㠢

٤ʕ‷䉣❆ផትΐ呕䉢
Ό⡐䐕䑕㥁㐔䑕̈䆕

adj – adjective��Җ∁㐘

adv – adverb��ਓ㐘
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INSPIRATION I 

2018 July 9—11

Lost Boy of Sudan  
He walked 1,000 miles on 
bloody feet; now this ‘Lost Boy 
of Sudan’ helps other refugees
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NEWS I 

2018 July 19—21

NEWSworthy Clips
Update your vocabulary        
with news clips from 
around the world
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LIFESTYLE I
 

2018 July 2, 3

Spiritual Depth and  
the Human Touch
Two key ingredients that  
will enrich your life
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ARCHITECTURE I 

2018 July 4, 5

A Look Inside  
Amazon’s Spheres
Take a tour of Seattle’s  
newest superstructure
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ADVENTURE I 

2018 July 6, 7

The Ocean Is the 
Classroom
A unique kind of mentoring 
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TRAVEL I 

2018 July 16—18 

A Tour Through Jordan 
Exploring the archaeological 
wonders of Jordan
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CAREER I 

2018 July 12

Getting Back Your Passion 
Self-employed and unmotivated? 
Here are tips that may help you 
rediscover your enthusiasm
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OUTDOORS I 

2018 July 13, 14

Enjoy Nature Safely
Learn how to prevent the natural 
elements from wrecking your 
summer fun
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FITNESS I 
2018 July 30, 31

Ways to Approach 
Weight Loss
Heed the following advice when 
trying to lose weight effectively 
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Don't forget to visit StudioClassroom.com!

TECHNOLOGY I 
2018 July 27, 28

Biometric Boarding
Taking ‘the human element out 
of the boarding process’
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LANGUAGE I 
2018 July 23, 24

More Than Words
Watch your grammar, or it could  
cost you!
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MOTIVATION I 
2018 July 25, 26

Keep Calm and Live Life
Seven ways to be calmer, more 
mature and more productive
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Cover:  A Look Inside Amazon’s 
Spheres (p.12)
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WKLV�PRQWK·V�Topic Talks videos! In each article, 
you will find a QR code that links to 
our Introduction, Insight and Feature 
segments. Each article has a unique 
set of videos for you to enjoy! 
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Please send your letters to: The Editors, P.O. Box 104-127  
Taipei, Taiwan
___ Letters and comments are edited for content and length___

We’d like to hear from you!
Send your thoughts to

www.StudioClassroom.com
or

advanced@studioclassroom.com,
and we might publish them in a 

future issue of Advanced.

Enjoy these reader 
responses!

8  ADVANCED

Language mastery
I read both Studio Classroom and Let’s Talk in English. I am a programmer of IT products. And the way I learn English is [by] trying to “think in English” on work days, as you indicated on your website, since I always work quietly in [the] office. On weekends and holidays, I try to read out [loud] and listen [to] your magazines as much as possible. Besides that, I speak English with my English partner one hour a week to check the way I learn. That’s why I read your magazines since only Let’s Talk in English can [make] me speak more fluently.

English is an extremely difficult language for Chinese speakers. But look [on] the bright side. We have [an] opportunity to master both [of] these [commonly spoken] languages in our lives.
Cheers, 
Jonathan

Making progress with  
Studio Classroom!
Dear Teachers,

Thank you for teaching me English in wonderful ways! Recently, I got 710 points from the TOEIC, which is not a super-high grade but really shows [the] progress I’ve made. And the main reason [for] such progress is because I received the English education of Studio Classroom!
Thank you very much indeed! 

Your student, 
Cason

From advanced@studioclassroom.com

‘Are You a Perfectionist?’ (March)

Being a perfectionist can be draining and exhausting since 

perfection itself is an illusion for all human beings who will 

never be perfect because of their own inherited flaws. So 

to relax a little bit, we have to recognize “sometimes good 

enough is good enough” and “done is better than perfect.” 

From today on, [we have to] stop ourselves from fixating 

on what’s going wrong in our work and try to [focus on] 

what’s right.

Natalie
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R ecently while walking out in our shrub-steppe 

desert, I noticed that at least one species of 

sage has been trying to bloom. The tenacity of 

these remarkable plants is rather impressive. The 

only way sage and other desert plants can survive is 

to put down deep, deep roots.

‘Dry spells in life’

There are many types of dry spells in life—mental, 

emotional, relational, spiritual, even physical. 

Respectively, we may describe such droughts 

as writer’s block, the “blahs,” meaninglessness 

or burnout.

Yes, dry spells can and do happen to everyone 

at one time or another, to the most creative, intact, 

connected and grounded persons among us. No one 

is immune from hot, parching seasons in life.

The issue isn’t our dry spells, per se. It is how we 

find ways to survive and thrive, how we cope and 

find hope when our senses of being, belonging and 

behaving are not lush and green with vibrant growth.

In two words, the answer is deep roots. 

Deep roots sunk down into that which truly 

nourishes and sustains—this is a key part of 

blooming in the deserts of life.

Thinking about things that matter; allowing 

ourselves to feel and not suppress profound feelings 

of sorrow, delight, bewilderment or even anger; caring 

and daring to be vulnerable with those we love and 

those we don’t understand; seeking the foundational 

and divine life-giving sources of inspiration and 

meaningfulness—these are the “waters” that our 

life-roots need to make the most [of].

Dryland farmers know exactly how important 

caring for the soil is for preserving enough moisture 

for good crops. We are no different.

We are humans, called to be humane in our 

conduct, needing good humor to ease the bumps 

along the journey. And we need enough moisture 

from above and below to bloom, even in the desert.

X  PAGE DESIGN BY VICKY TSUNG

Spiritual Life: Grow deep roots for dry 
seasons in your life
X  by Timothy J. Ledbetter / © 2018, Tri-City Herald. Distributed 

by Tribune Content Agency, LLC. 

Lifestyle
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 More Information
dry spell (idiom) m⡘Э䒙iϓᚇ╘䄓㈂�a prolonged period 

characterized by little activity, productivity, growth etc.
drought (n) [draUt] ɮҺdҺӨ�a long period of time when 

there is not enough rain; a shortage of something
repartee (n) [;rEp-:ti] 䠦❉ᘥ偲㌶iѶ䉣νमᘥ㡗�

conversation that is characterized by quick, clever and 
witty remarks 

nuts and bolts (idiom) 䀨䙕ᒄq∁iՈ夑⤆㝧�the basic or 
practical facts about something

�Specialized Terms
steppe (n) [stEp]7㉶䠙ᘥC╕ণⅅdɽণⅅ�a large, flat area 

of land with grass but no trees
dryland farming (n) Һήঁ䅧 crop production on land that 

receives little rain and where water isn’t provided by the 
farmer; depends on drought-resistant crops

telegraphic (adj) [;tElI:gr,fIk] ν㥁ছ历䒔ᘥ�referring to 
telegram style, with short, to-the-point messaging which 
leaves out many words 

alcove (n) [:,l;kov] ̇ផi䝱��a recess or small area in a 
room that’s created by having one section of a wall that is 
built further back than the remainder of the wall

I am missing wit today. I miss hearing friendly 

banter, lively repartee and the clever twist of 

a phrase.

There’s a playfulness to conversation that is 

slowly disappearing. But then conversation itself 

is disappearing.

There is a growing brevity to our conversations 

today. They tend to be condensed. Telegraphic. 

We’re all in a hurry, multitasking. It’s not easy doing 

six things at once and none of them well.

It’s nearly an imposition to ask for someone’s 

time and presence. Plus, who needs a face-to-

face when you’ve probably already covered the 

nuts and bolts of what you needed to say in an 

email, Facebook message or text. Or an emoji. Or a 

combination thereof.

Delightful conversation  

Conversation isn’t always about need; sometimes 

it’s about delight.

As we were led to our seats at a restaurant, we 

passed an alcove with low lights, beautiful decor and 

four different couples. Three of the four couples were 

radiant—basking in the glow of their cellphones.

I’ve never understood why people make plans 

with other people, clean up, drive to a mutually-

agreed-upon place and then ignore present company 

while they interact with others in cyberspace.

There was a day a woman would have walked out 

on a man for asking her to dinner, then spending the 

evening ignoring her and talking to someone else.

I grew up in a family of talkers, as did the 

husband. Both sets of parents often had friends over 

for the evening to have dinner, play cards or simply 

sit outside on a warm night and talk. They talked 

and laughed, and teased and talked, and talked some 

more, voices drifting through 

open windows hours after 

we’d been sent to bed.

I’d lie awake listening, 

thinking what grown-up fun 

that must be to talk and laugh 

with your friends long after

dark. I thought to myself, “I’ll do that someday.”

We do. But not as often as we once did. 

Vocabulary Focus
©  Cambridge University 

Press 2008

the human touch (n) a friendly and pleasant way of treating 
other people which makes them feel relaxed

tenacity (n) [t/:n,sIti] the determination to continue what 
you are doing

immune (adj) [I:mjun] not affected or upset by a particular 
type of behavior or emotion; not able to be punished or 
damaged by something

humane (adj) [hju:men] showing kindness, care and 
sympathy towards others, especially those who are 
suffering

banter (n) [:b,nt-] conversation which is funny and not 
serious

brevity (n) [:brEvIti] using only a few words or lasting only 
a short time

imposition (n) [;Imp/:zI{/n] when someone expects another 
person to do something that they do not want to do or that 
is not convenient for them

bask in (something) (phr v) to take pleasure from something 
that makes you feel good

A little conversation, please
X  by Lori Borgman / © 2018, Tribune News Service. 

Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, LLC. 

SPIRITUAL DEPTH AND THE HUMAN TOUCH
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S  A “bird cage” is attached to  
the walkway winding through  
the leafy canopy of a fig tree  
in the Amazon Spheres

W  The Spheres’ banks of tables,  
secluded meeting nooks and  
benches strewn throughout  
the complex can seat up to  
800 people

The Amazon Spheres, in downtown Seattle, are seen from the fifth floor 
of the Doppler Building, another Amazon building
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©  TOP PHOTO (x3)
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S
itting on one of the half-dozen lounge 

chairs just under the four-story-high steel 

superstructure that caps Amazon’s glass-

paneled Spheres, the feeling is like resting 

in a space capsule ready to launch.

A short walk away, past a living wall, tables and 

chairs are set by beds of succulents.

Downstairs, a wooden path circles the leafy 

canopy of a towering 49-year-old tree, stopping at a 

few meeting nooks.

A Look
Inside Amazon’s
Spheres

X  by Matt Day / © 2018, The Seattle Times.  
Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, LLC. 
PAGE DESIGN BY OLIVE CHU

Take a tour of Seattle’s newest  
superstructure

05

Architecture
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A living wall made up of 200  
species comprising 25,000  
plants grows in the Spheres
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These different environments in the three 

connected domes convey the same sensation. You 

quickly forget you’re in a bustling office park 

downtown. For the building’s designers, that’s  

the point.

The company, for most of its 24 years, preferred to 

operate under the radar in its hometown, posting no 

signage to indicate its presence in its office buildings.

But in the Spheres, Amazon has built an 

architecturally ambitious focal point and symbol of 

its status as Seattle’s largest employer and one of the 

most dynamic entities in corporate America.

John Schoettler, Amazon’s real-estate chief and a 

Seattle native, hasn’t been shy about comparing the 

Spheres to other architectural landmarks in the city.

A private jungle
The flora inside the domes is the work of a 

team of horticulturists who were charged with 

scouring the globe for interesting plants and 

growing them in a 40,000-square-foot greenhouse. 

Four years later, the Spheres feel like a mature jungle.

Unlike most jungles, the Spheres are a 

workspace. Amazon envisions the building as 

a change of pace for its workers, a place to “feel 

differently, to think differently,” said Ron Gagliardo, 

the Spheres’ lead horticulturist.

To keep the aisles clear for that feeling and 

thinking, Amazon’s gardens will be, for the most 

part, private space.

The general public can sign up for free tours of an 

exhibit area on the ground floor of the Spheres, and 

Amazon’s guided, twice-weekly headquarters tours 

will soon include a stop inside the Spheres.

Right environment
Employees who enter from the Sixth Avenue side 

of the Spheres will encounter a living wall, 60 feet high 

and packed with 200 plant species, [which] extends 

vertically through the central dome’s four stories.

Just to the right is a tank with aquatic plants and 

animals native to the Amazon.

A garden centered in the Seventh Avenue 

dome evokes the New World, with plants of 

mostly Central and South American origin. The 

centerpiece, though, is a native of Australia (by way 

of a California tree farm): the four-decade old Port 

Jackson fig, nicknamed Rubi, lowered by crane into 

the sphere.

Fun facts:

z��7KH�6SKHUHV�DUH�NHSW�DW����GHJUHHV�DQG����SHUFHQW�KXPLGLW\�GXULQJ��
WKH�GD\�DQG����GHJUHHV�ZLWK����SHUFHQW�KXPLGLW\�DW�QLJKW�

z��0RUH�WKDQ�����VSHFLHV�RI�SODQW�OLIH�DUH�GLYLGHG��URXJKO\��LQWR�WZR�
VHFWLRQV�

z��$PD]RQ�VXSSOHPHQWV�WKH�VXQ�V�UD\V�ZLWK�GR]HQV�RI�VWDGLXP�OLJKWV�
GHVLJQHG�WR�PDNH�XS�IRU�6HDWWOH�V�GDUN�ZLQWHUV��6HQVRUV�DXWRPDWLFDOO\�
DGMXVW�WKH�OLJKW�OHYHOV�LQVLGH�IRU�DQ�HYHQ����KRXUV�RI�VLPXODWHG�GD\OLJKW�
WR�IHHG�WKH�SODQWV�
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Standing inside near the top, NBBJ architect Dale Alberda, lead 
designer of the Amazon Spheres, describes the complex design 
ofofofofofofofofof o thethethethethethethethethet e thththththththththt reereereereereereereereereeee dodododododododododomesmesmesmesmesmesmesmesmeses
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Vocabulary Focus
©  Cambridge University Press 2008

nook (n) [nUk] a small space which is hidden or partly sheltered
bustling (adj) [:b<s/lI?] If a place is bustling, it is full of  

busy activity.
entity (n) [:EntIti] something which exists apart from other things, 

having its own independent existence
scour (v) [skaUr] to search a place or thing very carefully in  

order to try to find something
evoke (v) [I:vok] to make someone remember something or feel  

an emotion
attire (n) [/:taIr] clothes, especially of a particular or formal type
intersperse (v) [;Int-:sp=s] to mix one thing in with another  

in a way that is not regular
moniker (n) [:mAnIk-] a name or nickname

 Specialized Terms
living wall (n) ㈠䠙儳�vertical gardens attached to an inside or  

outside wall that receive water from automatic irrigation systems
succulent (n) [:s<kj/l/nt] Ђ䙕㈠7يν̀ɛㅣCa member of a 

family of plants that often grow in dry environments and store  
water in the stems or leaves

flora (n) [:flOr/]7ᡶɓή匕ᘥCⅅm㈠ي㞆�plant life, especially  
that which naturally grows in an area

horticulturist (n) [;hOrtI:k<lt{/rIst] 㕖啗↗�a professional who  
uses scientific knowledge to grow and cultivate plants

New/Old World (n) อÑᥔ7ᡈ ᤆɽ〨Cā吂Ñᥔ7ᡈጥᤆe�
ᚘᤆձ䒄ᤆCa historical geographic divide of the world into  
the Old World—the Eastern Hemisphere (Europe, Africa and  
Asia) and the New World—the Western Hemisphere (North and 
South America)

photosynthesis (n) [;foto:sIn>IsIs] ΈΥЪ:�the process by  
which plants use energy from light in order to make their food

The Sixth Avenue sphere holds an Old World 

garden, which draws primarily from Africa and 

Southeast Asia, including an Australian tree fern, 

the first plant to arrive when it was set down in  

May 2017.

The plants were selected because those 

environments match what Amazon was looking 

for in its Seattle Spheres: a space cool enough for 

humans in work attire to be comfortable, yet warm 

and humid enough for tropical plants to thrive.

The Spheres’ mechanics
Like Amazon’s skyscrapers, the Spheres are 

warmed in part by recycled heat generated from a 

nearby data center, with the heat piped through the 

concrete floors and, on the upper floors, handrails.

Interspersed in the main plant areas are fake 

logs and tree stumps that conceal air-circulating pipes.

The spheres are made up of about 2,600 

angular glass panels that have a coating designed 

to let in light for plant photosynthesis and reflect 

unnecessary heat back into the environment.

Choosing a name
For Schoettler, who says naming buildings can be 

a harder enterprise than naming children, Spheres 

seemed a natural moniker for Seattle’s newest 

corporate landmark.

“Just like the Space Needle, it is what it is,” he 

said. “Spheres felt right.” 

Architecture
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The Paddle Academy teaches paddlers everything 

from basics of the sport to how to excel in 

competitions. The group first does a warm up on 

the grass and then hits the water to train

Not a bad playground. Doheny State Beach 

offers a perfect landscape for youth during 

The Paddle Academy, an after-school 

program that specializes in the popular 

sport of stand-up paddleboarding

7
yler Bashor was deathly afraid of the water.

Just getting past the surf break on a 

stand-up paddleboard was no easy feat, 

with a coach having to coax him along the 

jetty in the calm water during his first few weeks 

after joining The Paddle Academy.

His mom, Andrea, thought “there wasn’t an 

athletic bone in his body,” she admits.

Back then, Bashor couldn’t have cared less 

about the outdoors, preferring to be glued to the 

television, zoned out on video games.

Now, 15-year-old Bashor is nothing like his former, 

scared, 12-year-old self. Bashor is a fierce competitor 

on the water and considered one of the best in 

[California] at SUP competitions for his age division.

7KH�PDQ�EHKLQG�WKH�SURJUDP
The Paddle Academy was started by Mike Eisert, 

a 53-year-old, who [was] a college rower in the mid-

90s, a national team kayaker who also competed in 

surf-ski races through the years.   

Basically, if the sport had a paddle, Eisert wanted 

to compete in it.

When stand-up paddling first took off about a 

decade ago, Eisert jumped aboard. Four years ago, 

he decided to start a pilot program to see if there 

was enough interest to get kids together year-round 

to sharpen their SUP skills.

“My whole goal was to mentor kids,” he said. “To 

find kids that were just stoked on the ocean and 

who wanted to get in the water in a different way.”

The coach meets four days a week at Doheny 

State Beach with a group of kids ages 8—18, whose 

levels and expertise vary.

There are those as young as 8, who perhaps have 

no experience with the ocean. On the other end of 

the spectrum, there are kids inching their way 

to adulthood who are considered some of the best 

young SUP racers around.

X  by Laylan Connelly / © 2017, The Orange County Register (Santa Ana, California). 
Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, LLC. 
PAGE DESIGN BY VICKY TSUNG
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 More Information
zone out (phr v) ኖग़d䆆ग़ʔ㒙ʕ�to be unaware of what is 

happening around you 
stoked on (someone or something) (idiom) 䀳b⠥ช䤕䝵�

to be excited

�Specialized Terms
paddleboard (n) [:p,dl;bOrd] 䑹ᕒ㢔ਗਖ਼:ᕒ�a long, 

narrow board, similar to a surfboard, that floats on top of 
the water and that is often ridden in the standing position 
with a paddle in hand

jetty (n) [:d}Eti] ㌐֦䕅倖dᦓd㈓䠣�a dock or a structure 
of stones, wood or other material where boats park for 
loading or unloading

SUP (Stand Up Paddleboarding) (abbr) ñ䑹䘙ई  
a recreational activity in which people stand on a floating 
board, using a long paddle to move themselves around

surf ski (n) 䘙ई䡗õЋ a watersport in which individuals 
race each other in narrow, lightweight kayaks propelled by 
paddling while using a pedal to control the rudder 

pilot (adj) [:paIl/t] 㡐変ᒄᘥi㡐匕ᘥ�referring to the first 
program started as an experiment to see if and how a 
project may work

buoy (n) [:bui] ओ䑴iঘ䑴�a floating object on top of a body 
of water that is used to direct ships or warn them of danger

Paddle Academy’s vision
It’s more than about just going fast or being able  

to handle a big board in surf.
“That’s just the racing aspect; the other part is  

mentoring in a sport they can carry on as a lifestyle  
forever,” Eisert said.

WKHSDGGOHDFDGHP\�QHW
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It’s the hard days—the cloudy, windy or big-wave 

days—that challenge the youngsters.

“They have to come on days they don’t feel up to 

it,” [Eisert] said. “They are challenged to overcome 

fears. They learn about the weather, safety, what 

the wind does to the ocean, currents. They learn 

about sticking to it. The biggest thing we preach: 

It’s consistency through life that gets you where you 

want to be.”

7KH�\RXQJ�FRPSHWLWRUV
Paddler Sam Sherreitt, 12, joined because he had 

friends in the program.

His goal: to enter the prestigious Pacific Paddle 

Games, an event that brings the top SUP racers from 

around the world to their training ground at Doheny.

Dad Robert Howson has seen his daughter go 

from amateur status to semi-pro in just a few years. 

He feels her skill level is high enough she can handle 

herself in the open ocean.

An added perk: He gets to share his love of the 

ocean with his daughter.

“It’s allowed me to have a bond with my daughter 

I never thought I’d have in a sport I was interested 

in,” he said.

On a recent day, the group of about 30 kids 

start their after-school session with stretches and a 

warmup before hitting the water. Then, they follow 

a rock jetty out to the open ocean, doing sprints out 

to a buoy, digging their paddles into the ocean, then 

lapping back toward shore.

Each session ends with a run.

([FLWHG�DERXW�ZKDW�V�DKHDG�
Eisert is looking forward to a new crop of 

students who will join The Paddle Academy. At 

least, perhaps, they’ll find a connection with the 

outdoors and tune their balance skills on the water.  

And maybe there’s a world champion just waiting to 

discover his or her passion for paddling. 

Vocabulary Focus
©  Cambridge University 

Press 2008

coax (v) [koks] to persuade someone gently to do something 
or go somewhere, by being kind and patient, or by 
appearing to be

be glued to (something) (idiom) (informal) to be unable to 
stop watching something

expertise (n) [;Eksp=:tiz] a high level of knowledge or skill 
spectrum (n) [:spEktr/m] a range of opinions, feelings etc. 
stick to/with something (phr v) to continue doing something 

or using someone to do work for you, and not stopping or 
changing to something or someone else 

prestigious (adj) [prE:stid}/s] very much respected and 
admired, usually because of being important

crop (n) [krAp] a group of people or things with something 
in common, that exist at a particular time

THE OCEAN IS THE CLASSROOM
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Jacob Ayuen

School children at  
the Kakuma Refugee 
Camp, Kenya
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S
ometimes when refugees are at their 

lowest emotional point in his office in 

Hanford, [California], Jacob Awar Ayuen, 

a psychiatric physician assistant, will 

tell the patients his own story of being a lost boy, 

walking thousands of miles to escape a bloody  

civil war.

“Being somebody of that background myself who 

went through a war-torn country—from refugee 

camp to refugee camp with no food, no shoes—I feel 

like I can relate to them.”

He was about 8 years old when civil war in Sudan 

drove him and an estimated 20,000 other boys to 

walk 1,000 miles from their villages to safety.

Ayuen, now a 39-year-old medical professional, 

recalls the terror-filled, barefoot trek: “Four or five 

times we were caught in crossfire where some of us 

were killed.”

He and the others who survived the unforgiving 

journey came to be called “The Lost Boys of Sudan” 

for their likeness to the orphaned boys in Peter Pan. 

In 2001, the United States accepted 4,000 of those 

refugees who came to begin new lives in a country at 

peace. Ayuen was one of them.

Lost Boy 
of Sudan

X  by Barbara Anderson / © 2018, The Fresno Bee (Fresno, California). 
Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, LLC. 
PAGE DESIGN BY OLIVE CHU

He walked 1,000 miles on bloody 
feet; now this ‘Lost Boy of Sudan’ 
helps other refugees

Fighting continues
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LOST BOY OF SUDAN

And fighting in South Sudan is never far from 

his mind. South Sudan continues to uproot people. 

Kakuma, the Kenyan refugee camp that Ayuen left in 

2001, is full once again of children and families. 

“People are still suffering, still dying,” Ayuen says.

The journey begins 
Ayuen was herding cattle outside his village when 

the warning came.

It was not safe to stay.

Young boys in southern Sudan often lived in 

cattle camps away from their families, and Ayuen 

was at such a camp when war erupted. There was 

no time, and it was too dangerous, to go home to his 

mother. He followed older men who led the young 

herders out of the camp.

Barefoot, barely clothed, Ayuen walked until his 

feet bled. And walked some more. 

There were nights without sleep and days filled 

with fear when wild animals chased him.

Boys died.

Making their way to 
Ethiopia

After three months and 

1,000 miles from the cattle 

camp he had fled, Ayuen and 

the other boys crossed the 

border to Ethiopia. No one 

greeted them. There were no buildings. No homes. 

No running water. The boys divided into groups 

of about a dozen. Ayuen helped build houses, 

chopping trees and cutting grass with machetes for 

thatched roofs.

By 1991, the Ethiopian camp had become 

a refugee haven. The United Nations had built a 

school and Ayuen was in third grade.

But normalcy did not last. Ethiopia was at war 

and the inhabitants of the camp were in danger. 

Four years after he had fled Sudan, he had to go 

back through the strife-ridden country to reach the 

border with Kenya.

It was the same unforgiving trip.

The boys continued on foot to Pochalla, a small 

town in southern Sudan where they huddled for 

two months. But as the civil war raged closer, they 

moved to another town near the Kenyan border. 

Within hours, they had to run. A day later, they 

stopped to rest, Ayuen recalls. “There was nothing 

there. No houses, buildings, running water. Just like 

the wild forest.”

They walked farther to another town, and a 

rescue convoy came three weeks later. Ayuen 

hopped into the back of a cattle truck packed with 

refugees going to Kakuma.

Life in Kenya 
He entered fourth grade at a school at the 

Kakuma Refugee Camp that local Kenyans had built 

for the children.

A good student, by the end of elementary school 

he had earned high grades and was allowed to attend 

a high school outside of the 

refugee camp. In addition to 

his native Dinka and some 

Swahili, he spoke English.

His studiousness would 

help him be selected as one of 

4,000 Lost Boys to be resettled 

in the United States.
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Physician assistant Jacob Ayuen and his wife Alakiir 
Deng sit with their six children at their Hanford home

©  Craig Kohlruss/Tribune News Service
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Vocabulary Focus
©  Cambridge University Press 2008

crossfire (n) [:krOs;faIr] bullets fired towards you from different directions 
uproot (v) [<p:rut] to remove a person from their home or usual enviornment
erupt (v) [I:r<pt] to start suddenly and violently
thatched (adj) [>,t{t] 
  thatch (n) [>,t{] straw or reeds used to make roofs 
normalcy (n) [:nOrm/lsi] the state of being normal 
inhabitant (n) [In:h,bIt/nt] a person or animal that lives in a particular place
-ridden (suffix) [:rIdn] full of something unpleasant or bad 
studiousness (n) [:studi/s;nIs] 
  studious (adj) [:studi/s] describes someone who enjoys studying or spends  

a lot of time studying
harrowing (adj) [:h,roI?] extremely upsetting because connected  

with suffering
reach out to (somebody) (phr v) to offer help and support to someone

Culture shock
The United States did not match the image of  

the country that [Ayuen] and his friends had created 

in their minds.

But he had a plan when he came to the United 

States, and it did not involve quitting: He would 

become a citizen, go to college and have a career.

Family life
Before leaving Kakuma Refugee Camp, he had 

proposed to Alakiir Deng, another refugee.

Deng, 35, had experienced her own harrowing 

escape. She was only 3 years old but had to walk the 

1,000 miles to the refugee camp in Ethiopia. And on 

the journey, four years later, from the Ethiopian camp 

to Kenya, Deng says her stepmother was shot in her 

left foot before the family reached the Kenyan border.

Wedding bells!
Deng met Ayuen at the elementary 

school at the Kakuma Refugee Camp. 

They wed in Kenya in 2004.

After the wedding, Ayuen returned 

to the United States to continue his 

education and to save money to bring 

Deng, who was pregnant with twin boys, 

to the United States.

Deng and the children joined Ayuen in 

2008 in Omaha, Nebraska.

[She] is  now studying to be a  

licensed vocational nurse, taking 

classes in Fresno, [California]. She and 

Ayuen, [and their family], live in a two-

story home in a gated community  

in Hanford.

But they miss South Sudan—weddings, 

dances and cultural interactions.

Reaching out
And Deng and Ayuen worry about 

family and friends who remain in  

South Sudan.

“We’re helping our families back home,” Deng 

says. “They don’t have anything there. Our country is 

still in war, and people are still suffering.”

Someday, maybe as a nurse, she can go back to 

South Sudan to help the people, she says. 

Ayuen also wants to keep helping children in 

South Sudan. He has brought a dozen children to a 

school in Kenya.

Education made his life better, he says, and he 

wants others to have the same opportunity.

“I’m happy to give back because I was a refugee 

like them.” 

LOST BOY OF SUDAN

 Specialized Terms
psychiatric (adj) [;saIki:,trIk] ː⡑ط允ᘥiग़㝴ष䝸ᘥ�dealing with  

mental illness or its treatment 
cattle camp (n) 䜘�儤ή�the area where a region’s cows are managed  

by workers
machete (n) [m/:{Eti] ɽᦂɠ�a large, heavy knife with a wide blade,  

often used as a weapon 
rescue convoy (n) 儤હ坶ঘኙ㒇�a team of people in vehicles that help  

people in danger or victims of a disaster 
licensed vocational nurse (n) 厘ุ切ґ坶ɻi̋ψ䈢䐙ψΥ⊖坶ɻ��

someone who provides basic nursing care and who can practice in the  
states of California and Texas

gated community (n) ژ㝕ᘱਜ�a residential area that is secured by a  
wall or gate
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GETTING BACK YOUR PASSION

Q: 
 For the past couple of years I’ve 

been freelancing. But I’ve been 

losing my enthusiasm for it. How 

can I put the spark back in?

A: Now may be the time to take stock of your 

options and consider your vision for the next phase 

of your career.

In order to figure out if it still works for you, do a 

brief retrospective on how you ended up a freelancer.

Many people land there after a downsizing or as 

a result of some level of dissatisfaction or problem 

at work. For others, it can be a handy solution to a 

desire for more flexibility.

The problem is that, often, if you are going away 

from an unsuitable situation, you are not making an 

active choice toward something.

Next, reflect on aspects of your 

current professional life that you 

particularly like and those you don’t 

care for.

Also think about what’s missing. 

Don’t worry about what you think you 

“should” like; be as honest as you can.

You can then prioritize so that 

minor annoyances don’t loom larger 

than they deserve. Then, if you still 

have a genuine passion for the actual 

work you do, it can re-emerge.

Building a skillset
[Also], an important reality check needs 

to occur. If you are going to be successful as a 

freelancer, you must bring in new business.

If you are really falling short and you want to 

remain self-employed, take steps to build your skills.

Find a sales coach, take a class, get a mentor—

whatever will work for you to give you the 

knowledge you need.

Refresh your approach to finding new contacts, 

as well. Look for interesting professional groups that 

you can participate with.

Go into them with the purpose of getting energized, 

not making sales. This will keep the pressure off while 

allowing you to build a broader network.

Through it all, maintain your well-being and 

positive attitude. 

Vocabulary Focus
©  Cambridge University Press 2008

take stock (idiom) To take stock (of something) is to think carefully about a  
situation or event and form an opinion about it, so that you can decide what  
to do.

loom large (idiom) If something looms large, it becomes very important and  
often causes worry.

reality check (n) an occasion that causes you to consider the facts about a  
situation and not your opinions, ideas or beliefs

Getting Back Your 
Passion

X  by Liz Reyer / © 2018, Star Tribune 
(Minneapolis). Distributed by Tribune
Content Agency, LLC. 
PAGE DESIGN BY OLIVE CHU

Self-employed and unmotivated? 
Here are tips that may help you 

rediscover your enthusiasm

Career
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 Specialized Terms
self-employed (adj) [;sElfEm:plOId] І㥵ᘥiІʉ㝴儤ᘥ�describing someone  

who works for themselves, not for an employer
freelance (v) [:fri;l,ns] ⚅ጣІ�ุ�to earn a living by working for yourself  

and without long-term commitments to any one company
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K nowledge is power. So before you and the 

family head for the great outdoors, tune up 

your skills and know how to play it safe.

1. Do the stingray shuffle
Stingrays bury themselves under a thin blanket 

of sand for protection. By shuffling into the water, 

you’ll create a vibration, and the creature will be 

alerted and will move off in a different direction. 

Should a sting occur, use hot water to clean the 

wound, and seek medical attention.

2. Snake smarts
Hiking, climbing and camping in many [areas] 

mean a snake encounter is possible. According to the 

University of Arizona Poison and Drug Information 

Center, more than half of those bitten intentionally 

provoke the snake in some way. Make sure kids 

don’t deliberately disturb the creature should you 

come across one.

Stay on hiking trails, and keep hands and feet away 

from wood and rock piles, deep grass or crevices. 

Carry a flashlight, and wear shoes after dark.

3. Be bear aware
Your goal during a hiking, fishing or camping 

experience is to avoid crossing paths with a bear. 

Inquire about recent bear activity in your intended 

destination. Travel in groups of three or more and 

sing, tell stories or carry a bell to let bears know you 

are in the area. Hike during daylight hours, stay on 

trails, and avoid berry patches. When camping, be 

sure to hang food and trash away from sleeping areas. 

4. Don’t let lightning strike
Teach kids that “when thunder roars, go 

indoors.” Watch for darkening skies, flashes

of lightning and shifting and strengthening wind 

patterns. If you hear thunder, it is time to move to 

a sturdy building or hard-topped metal vehicle with 

windows closed. Avoid wires and metal fencing. 

Wait for 30 minutes after the last thunderclap to 

move outside.

5. Stay warm and dry 
Whether you get caught in a downpour or 

lost on the trail, getting too cold and too wet is 

something to avoid. It’s especially important to 

keep heads, hands and feet covered. Remove wet 

clothing at the earliest opportunity. Shivering, the 

body’s natural attempt to warm itself, is a first sign 

of hypothermia.

Safely
X PAGE DESIGN BY OLIVE CHU

Learn how to prevent the natural elements 
from wrecking your summer fun
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 Specialized Terms
stingray (n) [:stI?;re] Ր� a flat fish with a long, whiplike 

tail armed with large, barbed, poisonous spines
hypothermia (n) [;haIp/:>=mi/] 夑㙷㤄Эḭ㙷�

subnormal body temperature, resulting from exposure to 
severe cold for a long duration

ultrasonic (adj) [;<ltr/:sAnIk] 㑄ₐتᘥ�referring to sounds 
with frequencies that are too high for people to hear

inflammation (n) [;Infl/:me{/n] ㌑فi㌑ف⡘mᘥᦘ㞗��
a red, painful, sometimes swollen area on the body, 
resulting from an infection or an injury

UV (ultraviolet) (abbr) ㍇̮䕴�(electromagnetic radiation) 
containing shorter wavelengths that are beyond what 
humans can see

Play it safe in the great outdoors
X  by Lynn O’Rourke Hayes / © 2018, FamilyTravel.com. Distributed by 

Tribune Content Agency, LLC. 
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Electric mosquito trap
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ENJOY NATURE SAFELY

T he mosquitoes are out  and ready to  

chow down. Jonathan Day, a mosquito 

expert at the University of Florida, knows how 

these insects operate. Here, he explains the do’s  

and don’ts of repelling these pesky pests.

Do: Blow them away
Almost any breeze—anything above 1 mph—

makes it very difficult for mosquitoes to fly, Day 

says. If you can pick a breezy spot for your summer 

outing, that works. Plug-in fans are also a great 

deterrent, he adds.

Don’t: Rely on ultrasonic devices
There are many ultrasonic devices and apps 

marketed as mosquito repellents. “They don’t work 

at all,” Day says.

Do: Wear these colors
Mosquitoes use their vision to search for food 

sources during the daylight hours. And since they 

fly very close to the ground, they tend to find targets 

by looking for things that contrast with the horizon, 

Day says. “Dark colors stand out, but light colors are 

less attractive to them,” he adds.

Do: Avoid peak mosquito hours
The wind typically dissipates as the sun rises 

and sets. The lack of wind at those times also brings 

mosquitoes out to feed. If you can schedule your 

outings at other times of the day, you’ll sidestep a 

lot of bugs.

Do: Resist the urge to scratch if you fall 
victim to a dreaded mosquito

Going after that mosquito bite will only make 

it worse since all your scratching adds to the 

inflammation. Even though your whole being is 

essentially commanding you to scratch, stay strong. 

Try some ice on the bite instead; it’ll quiet some 

of the inflammation, reducing the urge to itch in  

the process.

Don’t: Rely on a high-tech trap
The neon, electrical, bug-zapping mosquito traps 

have been souped up with fancy features like black 

UV light, which can attract even more insects than a 

regular light bulb, Day says.

[But] mosquitoes are also adept at telling the 

difference between a trap and a living, breathing host, 

AKA you.

“They might come in toward the trap but then 

divert away and come right to you,” Day says. 

Vocabulary Focus
©  Cambridge University Press 2008

play it safe (idiom) to be careful and not take risks
smarts (pl n) [smArts] intelligence
provoke (v) [pr/:vok] to cause a reaction, especially a negative one
downpour (n) [:daUn;pOr] a lot of rain in a short time
deterrent (n) [dI:t=/nt] something which deters people from doing something
dissipate (v) [:dIs/;pet] to (cause to) gradually disappear or waste
soup (something) up (phr v) (informal) to make something more powerful or more  

attractive by making changes to it, especially when it is old
adept (adj) [/:dEpt] having a natural ability to do something that needs skill
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 More Information
crevice (n) [:krEvIs] 㐑兹�a narrow opening, especially in the 

surface of a rock
thunderclap (n) [:><nd-;kl,p] 㥀䍈d㥀冔�a single, loud 

crash of thunder
chow down (phr v) थчᙳ咔�to eat quickly and greedily, 

without manners

Repelling Mosquitoes: How to stop 
mosquitoes from feasting on you
X  by Markham Heid / © 2016, Prevention Magazine. Distributed by 

Tribune Content Agency, LLC.



A Bedouin camel herder  
waits for ride-takers in the 
ancient rock city of Petra
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A Tour Through  
Jordan

Travel
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I
n Jordan’s extraordinary rose-red “Lost 

City” of Petra, I have just huffed up 700 

zigzagging stone-carved steps to the ancient 

mountaintop High Place of Sacrifice. And 

now, along a dirt trail, I rest in a rug-draped 

souvenir stall while an octogenarian Bedouin 

woman—who is traditionally clad in a long 

embroidered dress and grew 

up in a cave—deftly strings 

a fragrant necklace of dried 

cloves to sell me.

Way down below, camels 

with tasseled bridles emit 

rumbling roars while being 

led by robed tribesmen 

whose eyes are rimmed 

in jet-black kohl liner. 

Other indigenous Bedouins, head scarves atop their 

flowing ringlets, trot on donkeys past monolithic, 

2,000-year-old tombs.

Petra rocks!
Petra literally rocks. Around the first century B.C., 

the now-extinct Nabataean people chiseled the capital 

of their Arab empire from sheer sandstone cliffs; at 

times 30,000 inhabitants bustled about the affluent 

metropolis that was a major trade stopover for 

incense- and spice-toting camel caravans. Stretching 

across harsh desert terrain, the once-forgotten marvel 

includes intricate temples; etchings of snakes, lions 

and eagles; cave dwellings; a theater; and more than 

600 massive burial chambers, all hewed from soaring 

rock faces that bewitchingly glow in swirling hues 

of terra cotta, apricot and blush pink.

City of mystery 
“Petra is one of the world’s biggest mysteries,” 

says Omar, my Jordanian guide with Exodus 

Travels. “There is no record of history. And 65 

percent of Petra is still underneath our feet, hidden 

by dust.”

For almost two weeks, I traverse much of 

Jordan by bus with Exodus. Petra is Jordan’s primo 

tourist draw, but elsewhere we’re the only ones 

clambering over archaeological ruins of a mosaic-

splashed Roman fort and a Muslim dynasty’s 

frescoed castles in no man’s land. History mixes 

with the present—driving through the bleak parched 

desert, we pass a sprawling Syrian refugee camp 

housing 36,000 in rows of white shelters; Jordan 

has taken in about 1 million people who have fled 

the war-torn nation to its north.

Exploring the archaeological wonders of Jordan
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Tourists walk through 
the narrow Siq, the 
same passageway 
traders took to enter 
Petra 2,000 years ago

ADVANCED  27

A warm welcome 
Before joining our group, I 

spend two days in the vibrant 

old quarters of [the] capital, 

Amman, and clearly stick out—locals repeatedly ask 

where I’m from. This is a Muslim country, and when I say 

“America,” they all warmly reply, “Welcome to Jordan,” 

often with their hands placed over their hearts. I’m 

probably welcomed 100 times—in taxis [and] cafés while I 

eat mezze plates of hummus and falafel. 

Back with Exodus
Another day, I’m bouncing in the blanketed bed 

of a Bedouin-driven Toyota pickup tearing across the 

UNESCO-listed Wadi Rum desert, nicknamed “Valley 

of the Moon” for its rippling peach-pink sands pierced by 

titan sandstone and granite peaks.

Near a commemorative rock carving, we stop at a 

rectangular tent woven from black goat’s hair and occupied 

by hospitable Bedouins who offer us tea.

Most of the Bedouins I meet speak only Arabic, so 

Omar gladly translates. “He says, ‘You are a camel.’”

A what?

“It means you are beautiful because camels are 

beautiful with their long eyelashes.”

I sit down and enjoy the steaming sweet tea, cooked in a 

charred brass kettle over a rudimentary fire pit. Tea is a 

main social drink in Jordan, and you’re constantly offered a 

cup in friendship. 

Taking in the sights and sounds  
In Wadi Rum, I sleep inside a goat-hair tent in a rustic 

Bedouin camp set against wind-buffeting cliffs on the 

desert floor.

[The] next [morning] I wake up the entire camp 

shrieking as I clumsily mount my ride. “Yalla, yalla,” 

Rashid gently urges his herd of five sibling camels, 

meaning “Let’s go,” and soon with just one other traveler, 

we have the pre-dawn moonscape to ourselves.

Atop cud-chewing Aliya, I hypnotically watch the 

flaming sunrise turn the unending vastness a radiant 

gold. For 90 beyond-belief minutes, the only sounds are 

the camels’ feet softly sinking into the powdery dunes 

and the chirping of Sinai rosefinches. A well-fed stray dog 

joins our pack, funnily bringing up the rear.
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 Specialized Terms
Bedouin (n) [:bEduIn] ኔεΪɛ7ᑂИίሩ䄇ή੭ᘥᚑזЬɛC�

an Arabic nomad living in the desert 
kohl (n) [kol] ⡵ਸ਼䝄d⡵䐘४�a dark powdery substance,  

used especially in Middle Eastern countries as eye makeup  
to darken the edges of someone’s eyelids

monolithic (adj) [;mAn/:lI>Ik] 䡗㕧̶Dᘥi唀ɽᘥ��
referring to a large upright piece of stone that dates back  
to ancient times

mezze (n) [:mEtze]7ήʕऎձʕᕃήਜᘥɓ䅧Cᜱ㎖d㒂—㎖��
an appetizer served in the Mediterranean region and the  
Middle East

UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and  
Cultural Organization) (abbr) 冖Υ☕❆ᦉ˖⤈厈�an agency  
of the United Nations that promotes education, science  
and culture 

luminaria (n) [;lum/:nEri/] ␣䡉塀�a small lantern made  
of paper

 More Information
no man’s land (n)7ˈᡈ䞑≧Շ☕ʹᥔ⥒ᘥC㉶ɛή੭d�
��ॆ٤ή੭�a vacant or undesirable piece of land
jackpot (n) [:d},k;pAt]7�剒ʕᘥC倖䔖�a large prize  
  or reward

A TOUR THROUGH JORDAN

A searing sunset adds more magic to the lunar-like 
Wadi Rum desert



The Monastery

Colored lights  
and candles 
illuminate the 
Treasury building 
during the  
thrice-weekly 
ceremony,  
“Petra by Night”

A Bedouin musician  
plays a rababa
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Vocabulary Focus
©  Cambridge University Press 2008

clad (adj) [kl,d] (of people) dressed, or (of things) covered 
affluent (adj) [:,flu/nt] having a lot of money or owning a lot of things; rich 
bewitchingly (adv) [bI:wIt{I?li] 
  bewitching (adj) [bI:wIt{I?] so beautiful or attractive that you cannot think  

about anything else
clamber (v) [:kl,mb-] to climb up, across or into somewhere with difficulty,  

using the hands and the feet 
commemorative (adj) [k/:mEm/r/tIv] 
  commemorate (v) [k/:mEm/;ret] to remember officially and give respect to  

a great person or event, especially by a public ceremony or by making a statue  
or special building

rudimentary (adj) [;rud/:mEnt/ri] basic 
buffet (v) [:b<fIt] (of wind, rain, etc.) to hit something repeatedly and with  

great force
bring up the rear (idiom) to be at the back of a group which is going somewhere
jaw-dropping (adj) [:d}O;drApI?] very surprising or shocking
mammoth (adj) [:m,m/>] extremely large 
puny (adj) [:pjuni] small; weak; not effective 
strewn (v) [strun] to spread things untidily over a surface, or to be spread  

untidily over a surface

Archaeological treasures
Every day of our itinerary, we 

hit an archaeological treasure. I 

feel like I’m in Italy as I wander 

the immense 2,000-year-old 

Roman city of Jerash, dubbed the 

“Pompeii of the Middle East” for 

its well-preserved ruins buried by 

blown sand for centuries.

Petra, though, is the jackpot. 

Abandoned in the seventh 

century, it was rediscovered by a Swiss explorer in 

1812 and became a UNESCO heritage site in 1985. 

Hidden away, to get to the ancient city, you have to 

trek through the dramatic narrow Siq, a nearly mile-

long slot canyon sandwiched by 24-story-high veiny 

rock edifices and at times only 10 feet wide. Nature-

created formations stare down in the shapes of 

elephants and skulls. At the end, the Siq cracks open 

to reveal the grandstanding, rock-whittled funerary-

urn-crowned Treasury, likely a former temple. 

‘Petra by Night’
After dark, I return for the “Petra by Night” 

ceremony. Even with my flashlight I can barely see 

as I stumble through the ghostly Siq 

and then sit in the luminaria-lit dirt in 

front of the shadowy Treasury. Bedouins play a flute 

and rababa string instrument before the big reveal—

spotlights suddenly bathe the Treasury in changing 

psychedelic colors.

Petra’s most jaw-dropping high place is the 

Monastery, accessible by hoofing up nearly 1,000 

Nabataean-cut steep steps. After the path’s last 

bend, this mammoth stone temple—it’s 155 feet 

wide—magically pops out of a remote mountainside 

towering over my puny presence.

From the Monastery, I continue ascending a 

boulder-strewn trail until, next to a grazing gray 

donkey, I see a piece of scrap wood lying against a 

pile of rubble and hand-scrawled, “Welcome to Top 

of the World Cafe.” Up further, I reach the “cafe,” a 

tattered, tented platform precariously perched over a 

rocky ledge in the heavens. And there, a 17-year-old 

Bedouin offers me another cup of tea. 
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 More Information

tandem (adj)  [:t,nd/m] ɓᜱɓᠡᘥ describing a situation 
where you have two or more people or objects, and one is 
placed behind or beside the other
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D og ownership correlates with lower rates 

of mortality and some fatal diseases, 

particularly cardiovascular disease (CVD), a 

study concluded.

The study in the journal Scientific Reports found 

that canine ownership was associated with “lower 

risk of CVD in single-person households and lower 

mortality in the general population.”

The risk of death was found to be about 33 

percent lower for single dog-owners than non-

owners, and the risk of heart attack was 11 percent 

lower, according to the study.

Based in Sweden, almost 3.5 million people ages 

40 to 80 were observed from 2001 to 2012 for the 

study. The authors called their findings the biggest 

investigation of the link from dog ownership to 

human health “by far.”

Older studies have suggested that the risk of 

heart disease is higher among people who live 

alone. Dogs could help with that. The study says: 

“One mechanism by which dog ownership could 

reduce CVD risk and mortality is by alleviating 

psychosocial stress factors, such as social 

isolation, depression and loneliness—all reportedly 

lower in dog owners.”

“Perhaps a dog may stand in as an important 

family member in the single households,” said 

Mwenya Mubanga, lead junior author of the 

study. However, the exact mechanism by which 

dogs help people’s health is not clear, with several 

explanations possible.

“We know that dog owners in general have a 

higher level of physical activity, which could be one 

explanation to the observed results,” the study’s 

senior author, Tove Fall, said. “Other explanations 

include b increased well-being and social contacts 

or effects of the dog on the bacterial microbiome 

in the owner.”

Or, as Fall said, [it] could be more a matter of 

correlation, not causation: “There might also be 

differences between owners and non-owners already 

before buying a dog, which could have influenced 

our results.”

News

4UVEZ�GJOET�EPHT�NBZ�CF�HSFBU�GPS�
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�Specialized Terms
cardiovascular disease (CVD) (n) ːА䅳शष conditions 

involving the heart, such as blocked blood vessels, which 
could lead to a heart attack or stroke; also known as 
heart disease

psychosocial (adj) [;saIko:so{/l] ː⡑ᘱึᘥ dealing with 
both psychological and social factors such as thought and 
behavior

microbiome (n) [;maIkro:baI;om] ɛ夑ฆmي㞆ት particular 
microorgansims in an enviornment, especially in the 
human body 

zip line (n) ৷٤㙸॰ a recreational activity where a rope or 
cable is suspended between two points of differing heights, 
and people can slide from one point to the other while 
hanging from a small wheel or handle or by some 
other means

booster (n) [:bust-] ᜐ㑢䝔 a smaller dose of a drug that is 
put into someone’s blood stream after a larger dose in order 
to make sure the first dose continues to be effective

metastasis (n) [mI:t,st/sIs]7兂⤆†ᘥC吱⢅ a secondary 
cancerous growth 

T cell (n)7䀳ҤशषᘥC5�⤆† a kind of white blood cell 
that helps fight against diseases such as cancer

lymphoma (n) [lIm:fom/] ⠈ˋ䔧i⠈ˋ兂 a cancer that 
affects the lymph nodes, causing lymphoid tissue to 

become enlarged

N ot much scares Glenn Quillin. Ever since the 

retiree had to bail out of an airplane with a 

dead engine in 1931, he’s had a taste for thrill rides.

Recently, he celebrated his 102nd birthday by 

setting the Guinness World Record for the oldest 

person to ride a zip line.

[The] aerial adventure, accomplished at the La 

Jolla Zip Zoom park in Pauma Valley, [California], 

was simply the latest daredevil stunt for Quillin. He 

marked his 100th birthday in January 2016 with a 

tandem skydive.

“There’s always a lot of anticipation when you 

log one of these new adventures, and I felt very 

comfortable along the way,” he said afterward. “It’s a 

great location, and the people were wonderful.”

Chad Gutierrez, who manages La Jolla Zip 

Zoom, said he was amazed at Quillin’s bravery. The 

mountainside attraction has three “extreme” zip 

lines, where passengers in helmets and harnesses 

travel at speeds up to 50 mph at distances up to 

2,700 feet and a vertical drop of as much as 800 feet.

“He’s braver than most of the people who come 

out here. We’ve had people quit on the first one, and 

he couldn’t wait to do them all,” [Gutierrez said].

Once certified by the Guinness World Records 

organization, Quillin will own the record held by 

a 90-year-old, according to Quillin’s grandson 

Mike Welch.

“He’s always had an adventurous spirit, and he 

loves doing things that make people’s jaws drop,” 

Welch said.

Quillin is already looking ahead to his next big 

adventure. A hot-air balloon ride is on the list, along 

with one more skydive. 

Welch said that the Guinness World Record for 

the oldest skydiver is 102, so he and Quillin are 

hoping to break that record next January when 

Quillin turns 103.

"�����ZFBS�PME�TFUT�XPSME�SFDPSE
X  by Pam Kragen / © 2018, The San Diego Union-Tribune. 

Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, LLC.
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Vocabulary Focus
©  Cambridge University 

Press 2008

correlate (v) [:kOr/;let] 
  correlation (n) [;kOr/:le{/n] a connection between two 

or more things, often one in which one of them causes or 
influences the other 

mortality (n) [mOr:t,lIti] the number of deaths within a 
particular society and within a particular period of time

mechanism (n) [:mEk/;nIz/m] a way of doing something 
which is planned or part of a system

alleviate (v) [/:livi;et] to make something bad such as pain 
or problems less severe 

causation (n) [kO:ze{/n] the process of causing something to 
happen or exist 

aerial (adj) [:Eri/l] in or from the air, especially from an 
aircraft

stunt (n) [st<nt] an exciting action, usually in a film, that is 
dangerous or appears dangerous and usually needs to be 
done by someone skilled

vaccine (n) [v,k:sin] a substance which contains a form 
that is not harmful of a virus or bacterium (= extremely 
small organism) and which is given to a person or animal 
to prevent them from getting the disease which the virus or 
bacterium causes

inject (v) [In:d}Ekt] to use a needle and syringe (= small 
tube) to put a liquid such as a drug into a person’s body

eradicate (v) [I:r,dI;ket] to get rid of completely or destory 
something bad 

2WKHU�ILQGLQJV
&DQFHU�GLG�UHFXU�LQ�WKUHH�RI�WKH�DQLPDOV��EXW�WKH�WXPRUV�ODWHU�UHJUHVVHG�

DIWHU�DQRWKHU�URXQG�RI�LPPXQH�WUHDWPHQW��7KH�VWXG\�ZDV�DOVR�VXFFHVVIXO�

LQ�PLFH�WKDW�KDG�EUHDVW��FRORQ�DQG�PHODQRPD�WXPRUV�

A new cancer treatment experiment at Stanford 

University that used immune-stimulators to target 

tumors in mice had remarkably encouraging results.

After injecting a combination of two immune 

boosters directly into solid mouse tumors, the 

research team said the vaccination eliminated all 

traces of the specifically targeted cancer from the 

animal’s entire body—including metastases that 

were previously untreated.

“When we use these two agents together, we 

see the elimination of tumors all over the body,” 

senior author of the study, Dr. Ronald Levy told 

the Stanford Medicine News Center. Out of the two 

immune “agents” used in the study, published in 

the journal Science Translational Medicine, one has 

already been approved for use in humans. 

The study explained that when an immune 

system detects cancer cells in the body, its T cells 

attack the tumor but, over time, the tumor devises 

ways to overpower the immune cells and continues 

to grow.

In Levy’s experiment, the cancer-fighting T cells 

from the immune system were rejuvenated when a 

microgram (one-millionth of a gram) amount of the 

two immune boosters was injected into a mouse’s 

lymphoma tumor. Those same cells then moved 

on from the tumor it destroyed to find any other 

identical cancer [cells] in the body. Although the 

injection was successful in eliminating the targeted 

tumors present in the mouse, the T cells did not move 

on to a colon cancer tumor also found in the animal.

“This is a very targeted approach,” Levy said. 

“Only the tumor that shares the protein targets 

displayed by the treated site is affected.”

The experiment was replicated in 90 other mice 

and was successful in eradicating the tumors in 87 

of them. 

“I don’t think there’s a limit to the type of tumor 

we could potentially treat,” Levy said, “as long as it 

has been infiltrated by the immune system.” 

NewsNews

"�DBODFS�bWBDDJOF`�JT�DPNQMFUFMZ�
FMJNJOBUJOH�UVNPST�JO�NJDF
X  by Ariel Scotti / © 2018, New York Daily News. 

Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, LLC.
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I’
ve become increasingly concerned 

about the linguistic sloppiness of the 

average worker, and not those who have 

learned English as a second language but 

native English speakers, regardless of income level, 

schooling or other determining factors.

The number of people who read seems to be 

decreasing. Television has become the preferred 

babysitter for children and the most effective way 

for adults to anesthetize themselves after a day’s 

work. Teachers, overworked and underpaid, seem 

to be fighting a losing battle—or are some 

perpetuating it?

These days I see egregious  (horrible, 

outrageous, astoundingly bad) grammatical errors on 

résumés and cover letters, websites, signs, emails to 

me regardless of management skills or income level. 

Job hunters write asking me for “advise.” (It should 

be “advice.” “Advice” is the noun; “to advise” is a 

verb.) People who are in the job market, hoping to be 

invited in for an interview, write some of these, and 

the paperwork is full of punctuation and grammatical 

mistakes. Were they careless? Or do they not know? 

Maybe it doesn’t matter. Maybe the hiring authority 

doesn’t know the difference either.

Incorrect usage

The other day I saw the back 

of a company shirt that said: 

“providing quality service since 

10 years.” A company shirt? 

How many were printed and 

are worn by employees who 

walk around advertising that 

their company has someone in an 

upper-level management position 

who didn’t catch the error or, worse 

yet, didn’t know the difference?

Last week a senior level manager 

emailed me. He confused “its” and “it’s” 

in three different places. (“Its” is possessive. 

“It’s” is the contraction of “it is.”) Here’s another 

example: I do product testing for a research panel. 

The product came with a slip of paper that said: 

“This commitment covers not discussing this 

product or it’s usage with others outside your 

home.” (It should have been its.)

X  by Judi Perkins / © CTW Features. 
PAGE DESIGN BY VICKY TSUNG
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 More Information
anesthetize (v) [/:nEs>I;taIz] Դう㜤 

to take away the ability to feel or the 
awareness of one’s surroundings

�Specialized Term
linguistic (adj) [lI?:gwIstIk] 䉣ነᘥi䉣ነ䝸ᘥ relating to 

language or the study of language

Here’s what really bugs me: [a] rule 

that seems to have come into effect [recently]—

if in doubt, add an apostrophe. So what’s happened 

is that people all over America have lost the 

understanding of the difference between plural and 

possessive (possessive gets an [apostrophe], plural 

does not).

Selling yourself

Your résumé and your cover letter are not just a 

synopsis of your background. They are not just an 

introduction of you when you hope to be considered 

for an interview. First and foremost, it is a brochure, 

and it is selling a product, and the product is you. 

If you wouldn’t go to an interview in blue jeans, 

don’t send your cover letter 

and résumé with mistakes to a 

prospective employer.

Don’t rely on Microsoft Word’s ABC/

grammar checker. It isn’t able to discern 

if a word is spelled correctly but used 

out of context. The grammar checker won’t help 

you unless you have a fundamental understanding of 

grammar to begin with. In fact, if you defer to the 

grammar checker’s advice, you’ll probably increase 

your number of mistakes.

An excellent reference book to keep on hand is 

The Elements of Grammar by Margaret Shertzer. In 

[the] “Words Often Confused” [section], it clarifies 

the differences between pairs of words such as “well/

good” and “less/fewer.” 

Don’t tell yourself it doesn’t matter. Above all, 

don’t tell yourself that everyone speaks poorly these 

days, and the hiring authority won’t know or care. 

The ability to communicate, written and spoken, is 

of paramount importance—certainly in business. 

And it only becomes more valuable as fewer people 

are able to demonstrate it. 

Vocabulary Focus
©  Cambridge University Press 2008

fight a losing battle (idiom) to try hard to do something when there is no chance that you will succeed
perpetuate (v) [p-:pEt{u;et] to cause something to continue
egregious (adj) [I:grid}/s] often of mistakes, extremely bad
synopsis (n) [sI:nApsIs] a short description of the contents of something such as a film or book
out of context (phr) If words are used out of context, only a small separate part of what was originally said or written is 

reported, which causes their meaning to not be clear or understood.
defer to (somebody/something) (phr v) to allow someone or something to make decisions for you or tell you what to do, even if 

you disagree with them, because of your respect for them or because of their higher rank, authority, knowledge etc.
paramount (adj) [:p,r/;maUnt] more important than anything else

MORE THAN WORDS
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 More Information
face off (phr v) 䀳Ӕi䀳Ҥ�to confront someone or to take 

an opposing position against someone
diffuse (v) [dI:fjuz] Դ7䆓♷ઋ㔶C䕶ձ�to weaken or make 

less intense
diss (n) [dIs] ᜥ{e㉶卵ᘥነ䉣�a rude and disrespectful 

comment, usually directed at someone else
passive-aggressive (adj) [;p,sIv/:grEsIv] ऊ㙅תՓᘥiऊ㙅
䀳Ҥᘥ�harboring feelings of resentment toward someone but 
displaying indirect resistance, rather than open aggression 

�Specialized Term
analysis paralysis (n) ʱᕕ夣䅑7Ϊ㤄᠑ʱᕕဢ〲ɝ嘓�ਂ
̈Ӕ֛ᘥѢ䀄Ca state of over-thinking something, 
causing an inability to act and preventing a decision from 
being made

I 
was recently in a business meeting with two 

men who disagreed on a plan of action. Is 

this uncommon in the workplace? Nope. Can 

it be uncomfortable? Definitely—especially 

when egos get involved.

Everyone else in the room braced themselves 

while the two executives faced off with their wildly 

different opinions. But to our surprise, the meeting 

went remarkably well—and all because one of these 

men simply exuded a calm maturity that was 

impossible to fight against. He met his colleague’s 

argumentative tone with absolute tranquility, and 

the situation diffused.

Instead of offering rebuttals and contradictions, 

he kept saying things like, “I absolutely see your 

point, Jeff,” and “You’re right about that. Could 

we consider ...?”

I was impressed. Egos didn’t rule that morning; 

they couldn’t. There was too much calm in the room.

So what are more ways to bring tranquility, 

maturity and inner peace into our lives? What we 

focus on has a tendency to expand. So if you focus 

on the drama, that’s what you get, but if you focus 

on serenity, well b�who couldn’t use a little more 

of that? Here are seven ways you can bring more 

of that cool, collected calm—and the successes that 

result from it—into your life.

X  by Susie Moore / © 2018, Greatist.com. Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, LLC.  
PAGE DESIGN BY VICKY TSUNG

Motivation

芆 Focus on your own stuff
It can be so easy to compare ourselves to other 

people over our paychecks, the contents of our 

closets, relationship statuses [etc.], but when you 

realize that all that matters (and all that you can 

control) is you, you can’t help but just do you. And 

when that happens, life gets awesome.
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芇 <gf�l�gn]jl`afc�l`af_k
When you stop trying to dissect 

and interpret the words, texts, tweets 

and motivations of others, you’ll 

experience that dose of tranquility you 

need. “Analysis paralysis” is such 

a precious waste of your time.

芈 Cfgo�`go�lg�dYm_`�Yl�qgmjk]d^
Joan Rivers said, “Life goes by 

fast. Enjoy it. Calm down. It’s all 

funny.” Life doesn’t have to be so 

serious, does it? And once you get to the 

point where you can laugh at yourself, you 

can laugh at pretty much anything.

芉 Ogjc�Z]^gj]�qgm�hdYq
Maturity can almost always be 

measured by delayed gratification. 

Do the work first and then play. Work 

can be fun too—especially when you 

commit to doing work that you love. 

“Adulting” can be [a] great adventure—if 

you give it a chance.

芐 <gf�l�_gkkah
When you just walk away from the 

water cooler when the boss is being 

whispered about, you’re really doing 

yourself a favor in the long run.

芑 <gf�l�ZdYe]�gl`]jk
I don’t think there is anything more 

grown-up than taking 100 percent 

responsibility for your life. No excuses 

or exceptions—parental, governmental 

or otherwise. When you own your 

circumstances and your “stuff ,” 

you’re empowered.

芒 <gf�l�j]Y[l
When you’ve mastered the art of 

non-reaction and let something that 

could have offended you just slide—then 

you’re really winning.

Maturity begins when drama and 

dissatisfaction end. We can quantify 

our calm by our ability to “shake it 

off.” You really can choose to free 

yourself  from anything: a rude 

remark, an under-the-breath diss 

from someone you’ve never liked, an 

online hater, a passive-aggressive 

colleague ... whatever.

When you can shake all that off and 

just focus on the present moment—

which is all we ever have—you kind 

[of] have it figured out. Guilt and regret 

can have you living [in] the past, and 

anxiety and worry can make you “future-

trip.” When you can simply be here, now—

well, that calm will carry you far. 

Vocabulary Focus
©  Cambridge University Press 2008

brace yourself (phr) to prepare yourself physically or mentally for something unpleasant

exude (v) [Ig:zud] If you exude love, confidence, pain etc., you show that you have a lot of that feeling.

tranquility (n) [tr,?:kwIlIti] a peaceful, calm state, without noise, violence, worry etc.; the quality of being tranquil

rebuttal (n) [rI:b<tl] a statement that says that something is not true

dissect (v) [dI:sEkt] to examine or consider something in detail

quantify (v) [:kwAnt/;faI] to measure or judge the size or amount of something

under (your) breath (idiom) quietly so that other people cannot hear exactly what you are saying

KEEP CALM AND LIVE LIFE
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I
n December of [2017], a nonstop flight from 

Los Angeles to Tokyo on All Nippon Airways 

was sent back to LAX after three hours in the 

air when cabin crew discovered a stowaway 

on board.

The details are still somewhat murky, [but]

the unauthorized passenger, who was ticketed 

on a United LA-to-Tokyo flight, used a duplicate 

ANA boarding pass issued to his brother, who was 

ticketed on ANA, to board ANA’s flight rather than 

flying on United.

Two hundred [and] eight passengers flew 4,000 

miles round-trip from Los Angeles to Los Angeles.

A multitude of questions
Needless to say, this was a huge embarrassment 

for ANA and probably cost the airline hundreds of 

thousands of dollars in wasted fuel, lost revenue and 

compensation to passengers. Exactly how could 

a passenger be allowed to board a flight he was not 

ticketed on? Don’t the gate agents scan a boarding 

pass and check to make sure the name on a pass 

matches the name and photo in the passenger’s 

passport? And even if they don’t match the boarding 

pass with the passport, shouldn’t an attempted scan 

of a duplicate boarding pass set off an alarm of some 

sort? Apparently not.

A collaborative effort
Perhaps that’s one reason why airlines are 

teaming with their airport partners to take the 

human element out of the boarding process. On 

January 18, [2018], British Airways demonstrated 

the first use of purely biometric boarding on a flight 

departing from the U.S. I was invited to watch 

passengers boarding BA’s Flight 280, a Boeing 787 

Dreamliner, from LAX to Heathrow, without 

needing to show a passport or boarding pass. 

In fewer than 20 minutes, all 180 passengers 

were on the plane.

Each passenger walked up to one of four 

scanners, looked into a camera and passed 

through a gate. A couple of passengers weren’t 

recognized by the software and were checked 

manually, as were those in wheelchairs or 

needing special assistance.

 Biometric
Boarding
X  by George Hobica / © 2018, Tribune News Service.  

Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, LLC. 
PAGE DESIGN BY OLIVE CHU
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BIOMETRIC BOARDING

Not only does biometric boarding provide 

better security compared to traditional boarding 

procedures, eliminating the kind of human error 

apparently present in the ANA incident, but because 

there were four scanners, the process goes much 

faster than the alternative, which usually involves 

two gate agents manually checking documents, 

dealing with passengers who might have misplaced 

boarding passes and fumbling with passports to 

find the photo page.

“Safety and security [are] at the core of biometric 

facial recognition technology, and British Airways 

has been working closely in partnership with the 

Customs and Border Protection agency and 

the U.S. government to develop and approve the 

scheme,” the airline said in a statement.

Streamlining the process
But there are other advantages as well. Quicker 

boarding means less time on the ground, which 

could lead to faster turnaround times and more 

cost-efficient utilization of aircraft and gates. 

And as this technology spreads worldwide, which it 

will eventually, it will allow airlines and airports to 

reduce staffing.

A spokesperson for Vision-Box, the company that 

builds this biometric scanning technology, told me 

that in the foreseeable future an airline passenger’s 

entire journey, from check-in, through airport 

security and at immigration upon arrival, will be 

completely automated with biometric scanning. 

Your face will be your passport to the world.

As for the two brothers who were apparently so 

close that they couldn’t bear to be separated even for 

a few hours, they may face criminal charges. Being a 

stowaway on a flight is punishable by up to five years 

in prison, and ANA could face hefty fines for failing 

to do an accurate head count before the plane’s

doors were closed. 

Vocabulary Focus
©  Cambridge University Press 2008

murky (adj) [:m=ki] describes a situation that is complicated and unpleasant, and about which many facts are not clear
multitude (n) [:m<ltI;tud] a large number of people or things
needless to say (idiom) as you would expect; added to, or used to introduce, a remark giving information which is expected  

and not surprising
compensation (n) [;kAmp/n:se{/n] money that is paid to someone in exchange for something that has been lost or damaged  

or for some problem 
fumble (v) [:f<mb/l] to do something awkwardly, especially when using your hands
utilization (n) [;jutlI:ze{/n] 
  utilize (v) [:jutl;aIz] to use something in an effective way
hefty (adj) [:hEfti] large in amount, size, force etc.
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 Specialized Terms
biometric (adj) [;baIo:mEtrIk] mي䥱啴ᘥ�referring to the 

science of gathering, storing and using unique physical and 
behavioral characteristics in order to identify individuals

stowaway (n) [:sto/;we] ਊ㉀٫�a person who hides  
aboard a ship, aircraft or other vehicle in order to obtain 
free passage

(U.S.) Customs and Border Protection (n)  ☕ऎ嘑䁶喓
䀄ᜉ坶҅�an agency of the United States Department of 
Homeland Security that is one of the world’s largest federal 
law enforcement organizations, charged with such duties as 
preventing terrorists and their weapons from entering the 
U.S. along with collecting import revenue and making sure 
specific customs and related laws are followed

 More Information
head count (n) ⠆匕ɛ䑤�the number of people in a place, or 
  the act of counting the number of people present
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T
he answer to weight loss is multi-faceted, but 

a good starting point is understanding calories.

Calories are the source of energy used 

by the human body and are found in foods 

in the form of carbohydrates, proteins and fats. We 

need energy to perform basic bodily functions and 

even more if we exercise. Excess calories are stored 

as body fat, essentially reserved energy. 

In some ways, the science of losing weight is 

simple: expend more calories than are consumed, 

and your body will use body fat for energy. You can 

do this by eating less or by exercising more. The 

catch is that we don’t live our lives in a lab. Food 

tastes good, we are creatures of habit, and we 

like to indulge at social gatherings. So, what do you 

do? Here are a few, evidence-based approaches for 

weight loss.

Forget dieting; make a lifestyle change
Diets are often measured by short-term results 

and don’t hold up over the long term. You’re better 

off changing your lifestyle with sustainable strategies 

that will lead to long-term health.

“Eating according to internal cues, including

hunger, fullness and satisfaction, rather than 

external cues such as dieting, food rules and cultural 

pressures, helps us build trust in our eating habits 

and is most likely to lead to a stable weight,” says 

Taylor Wolfram, a Chicago-based dietitian.

Make a goal
It should be S.M.A.R.T.: Specific, Measurable, 

Achievable, Realistic and Timely. If you make a 

specific, measurable goal, you can look back on your 

week and know if you accomplished it or not. Then 

adjust your goal if it’s unrealistic or if you are ready 

for another goal. 

Choose high-fiber foods
Vegetables, beans and whole grains are high in 

fiber and volume and low in calories. Fiber increases 

satiety, making you 

feel full while eating 

less. The extra volume 

in these foods means 

you can eat more of 

them, while consuming 

fewer calories. 

X  by Matt Ruscigno, M.P.H., R.D. / © 2017, Environmental Nutrition Newsletter, 
Belvoir Media Group. Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, LLC.   
PAGE DESIGN BY VICKY TSUNG
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 More Information
satiety (n) [s/:taIIti] 㥕ኗi䄒ኗ� the state of being full or 

past the point of satisfaction

�Specialized Terms
juicing (n) [:d}usI?] 䁹� the procedure of extracting liquid 

from vegetables or fruits
metabolism (n) [mI:t,b/;lIz/m] อ〧�剅 the chemical 

processes in living organisms and cells that cause food to 
be used for energy, growth and repair

Don’t focus on the scale
Changing your lifestyle takes time, and there’s 

more to good health than a number on a scale.   

“Body weight is very complex with countless 

contributing factors, most of which are beyond our 

control. Science tells us healthy lifestyle behaviors 

include physical activity, eating plenty of fruits 

and vegetables and not smoking. These are more 

strongly linked to health outcomes than is weight,” 

[Wolfram said].

Don’t fall for these four weight-loss myths
1. Juicing helps you lose weight

Juicing is not a preferred weight-loss strategy 

because replacing meals with juice isn’t a sustainable 

habit. Additionally, when fruits and vegetables are 

juiced, components such as fiber 

are lost, but the simple sugars 

remain. Drinking the equivalent of 

five fruits is not the same as eating 

those five fruits. Drinking calories 

for weight loss can be problematic 

because it eliminates the chewing 

process, making overconsumption 

easier. Drinking 500 calories does not provide the 

same satiety as eating 500 whole food calories.

2. Fasting is required for weight loss

A newer trend in weight loss is fasting or 

intermittent fasting. The former has long been 

disproven as a way for successful weight loss 

because most individuals return 

to the eating habits that caused 

the weight gain to begin with. 

Intermittent fasting, which 

involves going a set period 

of time between meals, may 

help you learn hunger cues, but there’s not enough 

research to know if this works in the long term.

3. What works for one works for others

Ask about weight loss, and you’ll get a number 

of success stories, which adds to the confusion. It’s

important to remember that what worked for your 

cousin may not work for you. 

4. There are magical fat-burning foods

No one food significantly increases metabolism 

or triggers fat burning. That’s what makes the diet 

industry so appealing. It 

is difficult to lose weight 

successfully, so the appeal 

of magic foods, from 

coconut oil to superfruit, 

is strong. 

Vocabulary Focus
©  Cambridge University 

Press 2008

heed (v) [hid] to pay attention to something, especially 
advice or a warning

multi-faceted (adj) [;m<lti:f,sItId] having many 
different parts

expend (v) [Ik:spEnd] to use or spend especially time, 
effort or money

creature of habit (idiom) someone who always does the 
same thing in the same way

timely (adj) [:taImli] happening at a suitable moment
intermittent (adj) [;Int-:mItnt] not happening regularly 

or continuously; stopping and starting repeatedly or with 
periods in between

to begin with (phr) at the start of a process, event 
or situation

WAYS TO APPROACH WEIGHT LOSS
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p.10  Spiritual Depth 
and the Human 
Touch
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 More Than Words
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p.36  Keep Calm and 
Live Life
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p.40  Biometric 
Boarding
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commemorative  [k/:mEm/r/tIv] 	ˈᡈ刈Бù㒂䍕όא
(adj)  䙄B倁㕙אतй᠒䢈
�

� � ᦙׂᘥd䕰唃ᘥ

rudimentary (adj) [;rud/:mEnt/ri] ਿ�ᘥiᙵሥᘥi⢗�

� � ⠅ᘥ

buffet (v) [:b<fIt] 	ₒeᚖ㌱
�、坣⡃傀d�

� � ͂傀

bring up the rear (idiom) ኖί㒇�ᘥざᠡ₆

jaw-dropping [:d}O;drApI?] ¼ɛ备ㅉᘥd¼ɛ䜈 
(adj) � 备ᘥ

mammoth (adj) [:m,m/>] ̶ɽᘥi唀ɽᘥ

puny (adj) [:pjuni] ʃᘥi∢ᘥiฆʔኗ�

� � 㢖ᘥ

strewn (v) [strun] 䑓dㆇбi	ίn�
��

� � ̺䄒d䑓䄒��

correlate (v) [:kOr/;let] ʝᥲ嘑冖

mortality (n) [mOr:t,lIti] ϥɳ⡇

mechanism (n) [:mEk/;nIz/m] 䥲جi〒∤

alleviate (v) [/:livi;et] 䕶㡆i㉇䊈

fight a losing battle (idiom) ͂ɓ㉶ૐ՟っᘥ2i�

� � 劗̀❇㉶䅆d㊃р^�

� � 䝵৸

perpetuate (v) [p-:pEt{u;et] Դᡅ坣iԴᚇπdԴ�

� � :ᠳ�

egregious (adj) [I:grid}/s] 	䦅䉨㌱
�㙅Չ噄₀ᘥd�

� � 㙅咖ᘥd¼ɛ䜈备ᘥ

synopsis (n) [sI:nApsIs] 	㥁䐘e≵噶㌱ᘥ
�฿�

� � ⁓d❸฿dㅲ⁓

out of context (phr) ⤥呔�ɨ i̟ʔΥ˖จ

causation (n) [kO:ze{/n] Ϊᕄ㤄㌣iΪᕄ嘑�

aerial (adj) [:Eri/l] ٤ʕᘥiঘ٤ᘥ

stunt (n) [st<nt] तҦi备ɛᘥᙶ䄁i�

� � 备倀ਗЪ��

vaccine (n) [v,k:sin] ᥗ‶

inject (v) [In:d}Ekt] ء∃

eradicate (v) [I:r,dI;ket] ⊄ৰiऊ๘

July 17, 18

July 18, 19

July 23, 24

July 19–21

defer to (somebody/something) 塃⚅d㔅⚅d䥳⚅
(phr v)

paramount (adj) [:p,r/;maUnt] Ї�ᘥdₕ⁓ᘥ

brace yourself (phr) 	ᤩѢ嘓
�ਂλጕぐd�

� � ਂλ㙹ぐ

exude (v) [Ig:zud] ̂ʱ夅垕dᔲ夅ήᤈ垕

tranquility (n) [tr,?:kwIlIti] τ䀥i̻倉

rebuttal (n) [rI:b<tl] ˀ䍂i䍂r��

dissect (v) [dI:sEkt] ℸᕕiu⤆ᦀቴ

quantify (v) [:kwAnt/;faI] 䕁֛nᘥɽʃi㑰ʷ

under (your) breath (idiom) Э冔ήi䊈冔ή

murky (adj) [:m=ki] ʔᔲ≸ᘥiҖ㔶䘡呕ᘥ�

multitude (n) [:m<ltI;tud] ⥸εi⡴ε

needless to say (idiom) ʔነဢょiʔ̀䉩

compensation (n) [;kAmp/n:se{/n] 䙆偅ᚆi㠸偅ᚆ�

fumble (v) [:f<mb/l] ⢉˓⢉㞖ήਂi䁣॰�

utilization (n) [;jutlI:ze{/n] лªiԴª

hefty (adj) [:hEfti] ɽᘥi̙奠ᘥ

heed (v) [hid] 塃⚅iءจ

multi-faceted (adj) [;m<lti:f,sItId] ε䐄₆ᘥ

expend (v) [Ik:spEnd] ᙤ㐶dऊঃ�	≧㒄e�

� � 䆆^אᚆ䦆
�

creature of habit (idiom) աՓᔥ⤘䁓ᘥɛi⤘�

� � 䁓ᘥ̱劖i䝄ςϓ⥳�

� � ᘥɛ

timely (adj) [:taImli] 䙹≧ᘥ

intermittent (adj) [;Int-:mItnt] ≧匷≧坣ᘥi㒄๊ᘥ

to begin with (phr)  ⅅ dɓ㒂ᐤ�

July 30, 31

July 27, 28; 30

July 24, 25

July 26, 27

�呕䉢ₐ䑴મ�"NFSJDBO�)FSJUBHF�%JDUJPOBSZᘥ ό㌑ₐ

νο�Zί呖ₐ㝧אεₐ㝧もοʘοᅠd㌑ₐ䑴�ᤩ<J>
もο
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July 30, 31

July 27, 28; 30

July 24, 25

July 26, 27

*  I will need to defer to my supervisor on that question 
because I don’t have an answer for you.

*  It is of paramount importance that you get wise counsel 
about this issue.

*  Steven braced himself for the doctor’s report in case it was 
bad news.  

*  During her speech before the huge crowd, Lisa exuded 
poise and confidence.

*  The small chapel is a place of peace and tranquility.

*  After hearing the charges against you, you will have a 
chance to offer a rebuttal.

*  Henry has been trained to dissect trends related to 
technology and the internet.

*  Before we agree to this business venture, will you be able to 
quantify the risks for us?

*  John whispered something unkind under his breath as 
he walked by the teacher, but he later regretted his bad 
behavior.

*  The details of the new budget are murky and need to be 
explained further.

*  A multitude of people gathered around the ice cream stand 
as soon as it opened.

*  Needless to say, many people were unhappy with the new 
update on their smartphones.

*  Try not to expend too much energy early in the marathon.

*  Sarah is a creature of habit and buys one cup of coffee 
every day from the same café.

*  Hank’s yearly bonus was timely as he and his wife were 
about to welcome a new baby into their family.

*  The intermittent surges of power caused havoc throughout 
the city.

* I was never a fan of horror movies to begin with.

*  Nearly every concertgoer expected compensation when 
they found out the concert was canceled.

*  Alex fumbled with his keys as he tried to open his car door.

*  The utilization of the garbage pickup service in the city was 
being reviewed by the local authorities.

*  Neil received a hefty fine from the police after he was caught 
speeding.

*  Heed the words of the park ranger. Hiking in this area can be 
dangerous.

*  The current environmental issues are multi-faceted and 
require more time to investigate possible solutions.

*  The city decided to build a commemorative statue for the 
man because of his heroic deeds.

*  Before getting his license, Chad needed to prove he had the 
rudimentary skills necessary for driving a car.

*  The construction crew was ordered to install a new  
rain-buffeting cover over the playground.

*  Their captain gave them specific orders to bring up the rear 
of their battalion.

*  Sue was so proud of her granddaughter after the jaw-
dropping performance she gave during the singing contest.

*  City planners want to get rid of the mammoth brick building 
at the end of the block.

*  After working out for six months, Ryan felt he looked puny, 
by comparison, in his old photographs.

*  Every fall, beautifully colored leaves are strewn across our 
yard. 

*  The store’s discounts seemed to correlate with its recent 
profits.

*  Infant mortality in our country has greatly declined over the 
last decade.

*  There are several mechanisms that could be used in drafting 
new rules for the country’s voting process.

*  By sitting calmly next to her on the flight, the mother tried 
alleviating her daughter’s fear of flying.

*  I just can’t seem to get my kids to eat their vegetables. I feel 
like I’m fighting a losing battle!

*  Negativity will only cause my bad attitude to perpetuate 
itself.

*  Such an egregious mistake on the project should result in 
Sarah’s removal from the team.

*  Could you please give me a synopsis of the book?

*  By taking Tim’s statements out of context, you are 
misleading people and giving them the wrong impression.

*  The detectives studied the chain of causation leading up to 
the crime.

*  The couple went up in a helicopter to get an aerial view of  
the city.

*  The actor refused to perform the stunt because he felt it was 
too dangerous.

*  The veterinarian assured the pet owner the vaccine would 
help to keep his pet healthy.

*  The nurse’s responsibility was to inject the patient before the 
operation.

*  It was his job to eradicate all of the pests from the building.

July 17, 18

July 18, 19

July 23, 24

July 19–21
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